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Within the 87, truly information packed large format (A4) pages of this eBook,
Jonathan Royle will reveal to you all of his tried, tested and proven to work,
commercial, real world insider secrets of psychic belly button reading, healing
and mind reading.

So called "navel gazing" has seen Royle featured on television and radio shows
around the world at regular intervals over the past 20+ years, and along with
dozens of major newspaper and magazine features where he has successfully
predicted future events for many A-list celebrities, the publicity that he has
obtained from "navel-gazing" has been worth it's weight in gold many times over.

By studying this manual you may be able to obtain the same kind of regular
feature publicity for your acts, talents and shows and also may be able to enjoy
meeting major celebrities as you place your finger into their belly button to give
them a psychic reading.

Not only are you taught cutting edge "cold reading" techniques that frankly can
be successfully applied to any kind of reading from Tarot and palmistry to tea
leaves and Astrology, but also you'll discover Royle's patter and gags which he
works into his interviews, routines and performances.

As well as the psychic reading element, you will also learn how to perform
various "psychic healing" demonstrations and several feature "mind reading via
the belly button" routines.

Indeed there is enough material inside this manual to structure and perform a
complete belly button themed psychic mentalism show.

The psychological techniques, unique cold reading methods and out of the box
thinking you will encounter and learn from this book will without doubt prove
invaluable to all publicity and success seeking performers.
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